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1. Please provide a brief introduction, including 

your name, the genre(s) you write in, previous work 

and where you are based.

My name is Theresa Jacobs, I reside in Ontario Canada. I’ve written kids books,
horror, sci-fi and now working on a thriller-mystery. Plus, I write a weekly blog and
articles for an online horror magazine, 1428elm.com.

2. Which of your books / pieces of writing are you most proud of, and 

why? 

 I am proudest of my first sci-fi novel, Kept. I never thought I would want to, or even
know how to write sci-fi, but I went with my instincts and did it anyway. The book is
mainly a psychological introspective on human behaviour while trapped, and
readers love it.  

3. How long on average does it take you to write a book?

My first novel took almost 30 yrs. Once I felt the release and joy of publishing, I
built up steam and now it takes 2-3 months to write a novel. My novellas only 30
or so days.

4. What is the most difficult part of your artistic process?

The art is easy, it’s time that alludes me. I still work 9-5 to survive and am left with
so little writing time that I pressure myself to go, go, go!

5. What was your hardest scene to write?

In my soon to be released sci-fi, I’ve struggled a lot with the war scenes. When I
am reading I grow easily bored during the fighting. I’ll say to myself – “ya, hit,
block, take a knock, do this, do that… yada yada..” and I actually skip over those
parts. Therefore, I had to write these sections into my book in a way that I found
interesting. But I am a non-conformist at heart and can’t stick to anyone’s standard
formulas. Some readers hate it, some like it.



6. Do you read your book 

reviews? How do you deal 

with bad or good ones?

Yes, I do and I am emotional about them all. The
good ones I am joyous, the bad I am sad, and
hurt. However, I know first and foremost – we are
all different! Then I take all the info and process it
to add strength to my writing.

7. What kind of research 

do you do, and how long 

do you spend researching 

before beginning a book?

I research as I go. I am a pantser style writer. For
those who don’t know this means I don’t plot or
plan. I start on page one and write until I hit the
end. So, I research as I go. I’ll make notes in
google docs and keep the information to refer to
as I keep writing. After the draft is finished, I’ll dig
deeper and add greater details where needed.

8. What does literary 

success look like to you?

My first book published was a success to me.
Now my future goal is to see something I wrote
on the big screen. After that who knows.

9. How many unpublished 

and half-finished books 

do you have?

Two. The work in editing, The Used, to be
published in November 2018. And the work in
progress, Handsome, aiming for spring
publishing. I never leave work unfinished.

Thanks for having me, Theresa Jacobs.
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